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Abstract 

This paper presents a global design approach for self-reconfigurable locomotion 
systems based on evaluation by dynamic simulation and optimization by artificial 
evolution. The main objective of this approach is to obtain fully integrated robotic 
solutions in term of morphology (topology and kinematics) and control (architec-
ture and command). To achieve this goal, a modular robotic system is designed, in-
cluding modules design and topology representation. Both topology and control are 
to be co-evolved through an evolutionary algorithm that accounts for the techno-
logical constraints (with precise module design) and multi-objective robotic mis-
sions (with detailed realistic simulation).  Several design examples of modular sys-
tems are studied (rover and snake) and the autonomous reconfiguration ability is 
shown through simulation from rover to snake. The snake is simulated using the 
ODE tool showing how the robot actually walks (or crawls). The robot is feedback 
controlled in velocity to perform a snake-like crawling. Results of behavior and de-
sired and simulated velocities validate the design method for locomotion systems. 

1. Introduction 

Many efforts have been made since a decade to obtain self-reconfigurable ro-
botic systems (SRS) that are able to adapt their morphology to the task being un-
dertaken. This need in adaptation has been empathized particularly in locomotion 
systems because many obstacles and uncertainties may be encountered while walk-
ing on rough terrains [1]. The reconfiguration possibilities can obviously be highly 
improved with modular robotic systems (MRS) that can change their topology by 
simply connect or disconnect a large number of modules that are identical one to 
another. The challenges of such systems are fundamental as well as technological 
[2]. The advantages of using MRS in association with the modular approach to 
achieve adaptation by reconfiguration are many: 

• Each module being previously designed, the properties of the system are easily 
obtained from extrapolation of the modules ones. 
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• A deficient module can be straightforwardly replaced by another available 
module. This brings fault tolerant capacities for out of reach environments. 

• The number of different assemblies (i.e. topologies) is exponential to the mod-
ules number, enabling a very basic functional design of modules. 

• Distribution of critical resources (like power, actuation, sensors and CPU) 
through many modules brings robustness to the overall robot in operation. 

• Mass production of a few different types of modules allows for a low cost de-
sign and production of a great number of modular robotic systems. 

 
This promising approach has motivated researchers to develop modular SRS for 

critical robotic applications like space exploration [3], locomotion [4] and micro-
robotics [5]. Some concepts have been thoroughly explored and led to interesting 
high potential systems [6]. The way and means the modular system has to adopt a 
new configuration according to the task considered is yet a whole new field in ro-
botics that we could call: Modular Adaptation in Robotic Systems.  

The adaptation is modular, not only because it applies to MRS, but also because 
of the task modularity itself. In locomotion task, we know that several objectives or 
constraints must be optimized such as speed, energy consumption, stability, safety 
and reliability [7]. Each objective can be seen as a part of the behavioral solution 
that could be solved separately. Meanwhile, the interdependency of the objectives 
(through their involved solutions) makes the design process a truly global optimiza-
tion problem.  

The use of highly mobile robots has been proposed for locomotion over natural 
terrains in planetary exploration or in military applications. Many research works 
have focused on behavior adaptation using advanced control methods [8][9] or arti-
ficial evolution [10], but very few of them have concerned the evolution of the me-
chanical structure and its behavior simultaneously. What we have learned from the 
different design experiences of such complex systems is that a co-evolution of the 
structure and its behavior, demands a realistic simulation to be relevant [11][12].  

To answer these three issues (optimal module combination, adaptive behavior 
and relevant evaluation) we proposed an evolutionary design process in an earlier 
work [13]. A more advanced design of modules and a more powerful simulation 
tool has been proposed in a later work [14]. In this paper, we extend our previous 
works on evolutionary optimization for modular mobile robots to the design of in-
tegrated and controllable modular locomotion systems and present first results. 

2. Global evolutionary design process for adaptation 

Evolutionary (or artificial evolution) algorithms are optimization methods in-
spired by natural evolution principles (see Fig.1). The candidate solutions of a 
given optimization problem are considered as individuals in a population that un-
dergoes genetic operators. In that way, a population is bred under the survival of 
the fittest Darwinian law and will evolve toward fitter and fitter individuals. 
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Fig. 1. Evolutionary Process over a symbolized population 

Genotype Encoding 

The use of a modular approach in robot design requires defining mechatronic 
modules as well as their assembly modes and their control system. Several kinds of 
modules and connecting ways may be considered. Actuators and sensors can also 
be modules since they can be combined together (motor with its gear or a photodi-
ode with an optical lens). Some basic modules for locomotion have been proposed: 
base (payload), segments, wheels and joints including actuators (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Examples of basic modules for locomotion systems 

All basic modules of the same kind are strictly identical. Revolute joints are 
used to link two bodies (base, segments or wheels). The modular system architec-
ture results from connections between the modules. These connections are encoded 
using an incidence matrix Mij in which solid bodies Si are placed in rows and joints 
Jj in columns. The integer value Mij at the matrix nodes determines the nature of 
the connection (i.e. the linkage) between a body and a joint (see Fig. 3).   
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Fig. 3. Incidence matrix for mechanical system encoding 

The platform (base) is represented by the first row and the position of attach-
ment points for joints are regularly and symmetrically fixed on the platform sides. 
The segments are attached by both extremities and the wheels at their center. Since 
joints and segments are bivalent, only two slots at most in the associated column or 
row can be filled (number different from zero), only one for the wheels and as 
many as the number of joints for the base.  

A construction algorithm as been designed to interpret the incidence matrix. In 
such a way, we can describe any topological configuration for a given set of mod-
ules. The advantage of such a representation is its compactness and its generality 
(every modular robot can be encoded in such a way).  The control laws applied on 
the joints have to be task-based and dependent of the robot state with regard to the 
task and the environment. We propose to include the control system into the geno-
type and to let the genetic process search for an adapted command in parallel with 
the topology. The control law is defined as the input voltage of the actuators (mod-
eled as DC-motors with gears) associated to the joint (see [13] for more details). 

 

)*cos(*max jjjj tUU φω +=  

 
• Umax : Max. voltage on joint j 
•  ωj : Pulse of signal on joint j 
•  φj : Phase of signal on joint j 
•  t : Simulated time 

 Fig. 4. Topology/Behavior genotype 

This control law allows only to generate periodic functions and to command the 
system in an open loop way without any feedback. The goal is to test the adaptation 
power of artificial evolution for ill conditions. Every control law parameters 
(Umaxj, ωj and φj) are normalized (from 0 to 1) and placed in three float vectors 
which constitute the behavior genotype. The resulting genotype is constituted by 
the integer incidence matrix (encoding the structure) and three float vectors (encod-
ing the behavior) as shown in figure (Fig. 4). The number N of possible distinct 
genotypes for the structure grows exponentially with the number of bodies. 
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Phenotype Evaluation 

We have to deal with two distinct genetic entities; Topology and Behavior. 
Both are evolved simultaneously in the same global evolutionary algorithm (See 
Fig.5). The evaluation process is done by an approximated dynamic simulation of 
the robot in interaction with its evolution environment (with choc and friction). 

 

Fig. 5. Global Evolutionary Design Algorithm 

The evolutionary algorithm calls upon the simulation each time it needs to 
evaluate a robot for completing the specified task. The simulation being the most 
time consuming stage, it has to be used sparingly. We use a hierarchical evaluation 
(mathematical evaluation, short and full simulation) to assess the robot fitness. 

Simulation results 

 
Fig. 6. Results for the reaching goal (left) and the getting altitude tasks (right) 

The population has been evolved to perform four tasks on flat terrain: maximiz-
ing speed, reaching a goal (for a fixed time), getting altitude and fast spinning. The 
results turned out original and worthy in spite of the open loop control architecture. 
Complete solutions (topology and behavior) for the tasks of reaching a goal on the 
ground and getting as higher as possible are presented (Fig. 6). These results prove 
that the evolutionary and simulation approach proposed is efficient since different 
types of robots (wheeled and legged) as arisen from a strictly task-based criterion. 
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3. Design of a Self Reconfigurable Robot. 

In [14] we proposed an original design of a Self Reconfigurable System, which 
consists of several mechatronic modules with connecting plates. By manipulating 
itself the system can dynamically change its topology depending on the situation. 
For a review on already existing or prototyped systems see [1 to 5, 15 and 16]. 

 

Fig. 7. Ball module configuration straight (a) and full (b) and cube module (c)  

  
Fig. 8. Two rover topologies: independent steering (a) and linked steering (b) 

This design provides wheeled locomotion when two balls are connected on op-
posite faces of a cube. Fig. 8 shows two rover topologies. By coordinating its three 
rotations the ball can provide in-plan bending or can orientate the bending plane. 
Let 1α and 2α be the rotation angles of the two plates and β be the middle axis an-

gle, with zero values in configuration (a) of Fig.7. Let θ  and φ  be respectively the 
azimuth and the pitch angles of the ball, set to zero in configuration (a). The rela-
tions between inner angles (1α , 2α andβ ) and the outer angles (θ  and φ ) are 

given in (Eq.1). Pitch and azimuth provide easier control of module attitude since 
they are closer to the natural 3D space representation of motions. 
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Topologies and reconfiguration 

The Open Dynamics Engine library for C (ODE) has been used to study and 
simulate some robotic locomotion systems (see Fig. 9). 

Fig. 9. Some topologies: (a) a tripod, (b) a quadruped, (c) a hexapod, (d) a snake. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Fig. 10. Reconfiguration from rover to snake. (a) rover configuration, (b) connect-
ing both south wheels, (c) disconnecting the southeast wheel from the east cube, 
(d) connecting both north wheels, (e) disconnecting the northwest wheel from the 
west cube, (f) expanding in snake configuration. 

The robot can change its topology by moving, connecting and disconnecting 
modules. The reconfiguration stages from a rover to a snake are shown in Fig. 10. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 
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To verify that ODE is suitable for the evaluation of performing robots, a loco-
motion simulation was run for the snake topology (Fig. 9d). We plotted the desired 
motor angular speed (empirically designed to obtain a crawling) versus the ob-
served speed (Fig. 11). ODE computes the real speed according to the maximum 
actuator torque that is user defined. Here, we limited the actuation torque to 15 Nm. 

• Cubes modules :  mass = 1kg, edge=0.1m 
• Ball modules:   mass= 4.5kg radius = 0.1m 
 

At each time step the pitch of all 6 ball modules is computed as below. A phase 
lag is set between each ball module. This phase lag has been introduced so that a 
motion wave propagates through the snake body. The azimuth angle is set to zero. 

A:=1.7; step=0.04; phase_lag:=-3.9; 
repeat 
    for each i in [1..6] do  
       ball(i).set_pitch(A* cos (inc + i * phase_lag) 
    endFor 
inc := inc+step 
endRepeat 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 11. Third ball module angular speeds versus time step: Dotted line shows the 
 command speed and the solid line shows the simulated speed.  

The inner angles are then computed using Eq1. The motor velocity command is 
computed by numerical derivation of the desired angle positions. The results are 
then passed to the module actuators. The ODE simulator takes into account the 
maximum defined torque for each joint and applies only acceptable torques. Hence, 
there are some discrepancies between the desired and observed joint angular speed 
caused by interactions of the robot modules with the ground (Fig. 11). 

1α  

β

2α  
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5. Conclusion 

We have implemented an evolutionary algorithm in order to evolve modular 
robotic systems for locomotion. The representation with incidence matrices is ge-
neric enough to obtain any type of mobile robot (wheeled, legged, crawling or hy-
brid). The association of evolutionary computations and dynamic simulation has 
yielded some consistent results proving the reliability of the method. The new de-
sign of modules (ball joints and cube modules) integrates structure and kinematics. 
The combination of these modules allows for any kind of poly-articulated mecha-
nisms (as serial or parallel ones), actuation (redundant or not) and thus, many 
modes of locomotion that could be exploited by the search power of artificial evo-
lution. For future works, we consider using a graph representation for connection 
performances and to integrate the control architecture and the topology. We could 
also exploit the step fast mode of ODE that approximates the solving of dynamic 
equations with a computation complexity proportional to the module number. This 
can be applied to obtain a hierarchical evaluation through progressive simulation. 
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